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Reduce Time to Quote with
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Sales Configuration from a Technical Perspective”
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SAP Solution Sales Configuration from a
Technical Perspective
Prior to the quoting process, modeling engineers prepare the solution
configuration data using the Eclipse-based Solution Modeling Environment that comes with SAP Solution Sales Configuration.
The application reduces model data maintenance by allowing engineers
to use any code repository, full syntax completion, and check support, and
enables them to view model objects graphically and to import classical
mode (ERP variant configuration or Internet Pricing and Configuration)
model data.
The Solution Modeling Environment speeds the testing and validation
stage with fast tracing, profiling, and test-script recording and execution.
The Eclipse plug-in can be used online or offline, so there is no need to
always be connected to a back-end system to perform these processes.

paign for dedicated products within the solution
configuration, as well as technical and function
al requirements, creating a total solution for
the customer.

Experience Seamless Integration and
Leverage Analytics
The SAP Solution Sales Configuration application seamlessly integrates with SAP CRM 7.0,
SAP ECC 6.0, and SAP NetWeaver 7.30, although
it is not limited to these platforms. However,
when being used in an SAP environment, SAP
Solution Sales Configuration can leverage analytics applications such as SAP BusinessObjects
Explorer to determine which configurations are
most popular in which markets or industries. Or,
for example, advanced analytics tools can factor
in competition data and financial or compliance
laws in different geographical regions, giving the

Benefits of an Automated Configuration Process
1. Faster and More Efficient Time to Quote
The SAP Solution Sales Configuration application streamlines and
minimizes quote response time. More deals can be closed if quotes developed for complex solutions are realistic and informed. The application’s
intuitive interface helps sales teams work more quickly and accurately.

vendor the best possible solution configuration
for clients in specific markets.

Learn More
SAP Solution Sales Configuration was developed
in response to a real customer need and solves
a real business problem. Understanding that the
configuration process is critical to some organi-

2. Market Differentiation

zations’ business, SAP developed the solution to

Complex solution configuration allows innovation in your product
offerings and enables you to tailor solution bundles to your customers’
specific needs.

help these companies speed their quoting and

3. Data Integration and Process Transparency
Business and technical product knowledge is centralized to ensure
business and technical feasibility. Complex solution configuration results
can be stored and used throughout the sales cycle.

delivery processes and expedite the path to enduser value.
To discover how the SAP Solution Sales Configuration application can change the way your
company configures end-to-end solutions, please
visit http://help.sap.com/crm_ssc10 or https://
websmp103.sap-ag.de/~sapidb/01100035870000
1299372011E/R_FBSUCT10.htm. n
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